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Previews
after axonal and dendritic outgrowth has been initiatedDo-It-Yourself Tiling: Dendritic
(Book and Morest, 1990).Growth in the Absence Dendritic contacts may also be important in the tiling
process, whereby dendritic arbors of adjacent like cellsof Homotypic Contacts
extend to provide complete yet nonoverlapping cover-
age of an area. In Drosophila, laser ablation of a single
class of dendritic arborization (da) sensory neurons
shows that adjacent neurons of the same class extend
Many subtypes of neurons are precisely arranged with dendrites into the vacated region. The length of dendritic
little overlap of their dendritic arbors, which has been extensions actually exceeds that which is typical for this
suggested to arise due to homotypic dendritic repul- class of neurons, suggesting that each neuron provides
sion. In this issue of Neuron, Lin et al. demonstrate a repulsive signal to like subtypes. Furthermore, when
that subtypes of retinal ganglion cells establish normal supernumerary da sensory neurons are generated, the
dendritic field sizes and morphologies in the absence dendritic fields of adjacent neurons project to discrete
of contact with cells of the same class. nonoverlapping regions, suggesting that dendrites em-
ploy homotypic repulsion to create isolated regions of
coverage (Jan and Jan, 2003). Blackshaw and col-A variety of neuronal characteristics are regulated during
leagues (1982) have also shown that single-cell ablationdevelopment, including the generation of appropriate
of touch-sensitive or noxious stimuli-sensitive neuronsneuronal subtypes and the proper positioning of these
in the leech body wall results in dendritic spread ofcells within the growing nervous system. Many neuronal
adjoining cells of the same modality. Together, thesesubtypes display a nonrandom mosaic pattern, or array,
findings predict that homotypic contacts between den-which generates ordered spacing between cell bodies.
drites of neurons of the same class are important forIn addition, dendritic arbors extend from the cell bodies
limiting the spread of dendritic arbors and establishingof adjacent neuronal subtypes to fill in the intervening
nonoverlapping fields.spaces in a complete manner with little or no overlap,
The vertebrate retina is a favored system for examin-a feature defined as “tiling.” Segmentally repeated sen-
ing neuronal mosaics and tiling because it contains moresory neurons, which innervate the Drosophila body wall,
than 50 different neuronal subclasses, including approx-display this feature (Jan and Jan, 2003). Each such neu-
imately a dozen different types of RGCs that can beron has expansive dendritic arbors with no homotypic
morphologically discerned based on cell body size, den-dendritic overlap. Many vertebrate retinal subtypes also
dritic branching characteristics, and overall dendriticdisplay striking regularity and the same apparent com-
field size (Masland, 2001; Jan and Jan, 2003). Prominentpetition for dendritic space (Masland, 2001; Jan and
mosaic arrays and tiling patterns have been well docu-
Jan, 2003). These configurations are important for the
mented for many of these cells, although the mecha-
processing of synaptic or sensory input, since ordered
nisms responsible have not been fully explored within
cellular spacing facilitates uniform sampling of input the retina. Studies suggest that the growth of RGC den-
over an area, while dendritic arborization establishes drites may be repulsed, as in other systems, by contact
the extent of inputs received by each cell. Together, with dendrites of like cells. In cats, removing relatively
these properties generate a neuronal architecture that mature ganglion cells by postnatal lesion or ablation
defines a precise functional map. Although these dis- promotes the dendrites of nearby ganglion cells to ex-
tinctive array and tiling patterns are well noted in many tend into this deficient space (Eysel et al., 1985). Simi-
different systems, the mechanisms that generate and larly, in goldfish, ablation of RGCs of the central retina
maintain these spatial arrays and dendritic field sizes permits dendritic expansion from newly added RGCs
are just beginning to be explored. at the margins (Hitchcock, 1989). These experiments
Contact-dependent interactions, potentially between remove RGCs that are part of an already established
developing dendrites of adjacent cells, have been pro- cellular network and reveal that adjacent RGCs respond
posed to facilitate the ordered spatial distribution of like to the loss of their neighbors. But are homotypic con-
neuronal subtypes (Jeyarasasingam et al., 1998; Jan tacts required to drive mosaic cell spacing and constrain
and Jan, 2003). This may regulate selective cell death, dendritic field size during normal development? In this
thus introducing ordered spacing due to loss of cells. issue of Neuron, Lin et al. (2004) address this question
In support of this model, approximately 20% of  type resourcefully in the retina by analyzing the mosaic pat-
RGCs die after birth in the cat retina, and this is sufficient tern and dendritic tiling of ganglion cells in Brn3b/ and
to alter the distribution of these cells from the random Math5/ mice, which display significant RGC loss, 80%
pattern that is present at birth to an ordered distribution and 95%, respectively (Gan et al., 1996; Wang et al.,
(Jeyarasasingam et al., 1998). An alternative mechanism 2001).
for maximizing the intersomatic distance between like Masland and colleagues first demonstrated that reti-
neuronal subtypes is somatic translocation away from nal populations other than ganglion cells were largely
an adjacent homotypic cell. This movement is well docu- unaffected in the Brn3b/ or Math5/ mice, suggesting
mented for neuronal precursors, but differentiating audi- that RGCs in the knockout mice develop with the benefit
of appropriate cues from other retinal cell types. Sincetory neurons are also capable of translocating the soma
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ganglion cell subtypes can be distinguished based on make early contact with amacrine cells, which are still
dendritic size, complexity, and the depth of projection present in the Brn3b/ and Math5/ mice (Lin et al.,
into the adjacent inner plexiform layer, they were able 2004). Many types of amacrine cells themselves are pre-
to evaluate the RGC subtypes present in adult Brn3b/ cisely tiled across the retina (Masland, 2001). These or
retinas by visualizing single dye-microinjected neurons. other cells may shape the dendritic extensions of RGCs
They found that although only 20% of normal RGCs either through direct contact or by secretion of repulsive
remain, this population consists of a normal assortment molecules. A third possibility is that average dendritic
of RGCs. Therefore, although density of RGCs is signifi- arbor sizes are limited intrinsically. Several candidate
cantly decreased, the repertoire of cell types is main- intrinsic regulators exist, including transcription factors
tained. and intracellular signaling molecules (Jan and Jan,
How are the dendritic patterns of these ganglion cells 2003). For example, in Drosophila the transcription fac-
altered when allowed to develop at significantly lower tor hamlet regulates the development of appropriate
density? Does dendritic expansion exceed normal limits dendritic arbor morphology in a subclass of sensory
because of a reduction or lack of normal repulsive sig- neurons (Jan and Jan, 2003). Much less is known about
nals? To test this, Lin et al. performed immunostaining intrinsic regulation of RGC dendritic arborization in ver-
on adult retinal explants to visualize the morphology of tebrates, although there is extensive evidence that regu-
two specific RGC subtypes, SMI-32 and melanopsin lation of the cytoskeleton, for example through Rho fam-
cells. Then they quantified and compared the dendritic ily GTPases, is important for controlling dendritic
field sizes of these subtypes in Brn3b/, Math5/, and arborization (Ruchhoeft et al., 1999; Jan and Jan, 2003).
wild-type adult retinas. The model of homotypic den- The findings of Masland and colleagues (Lin et al.,
dritic repulsion predicts that RGCs isolated from their 2004) shed new light on the role of homotypic contacts
similar counterparts would extend their dendritic arbors during RGC development. During normal development,
in the absence of repulsive contact feedback, resulting proper dendritic field size is not strictly defined by en-
in a significantly larger field. Instead, strikingly, they counters with dendrites of like cells, but may be intrinsi-
found that the average dendritic field sizes of both retinal cally defined and/or regulated by other environmental
ganglion cell types were unchanged in both Brn3b and factors. Repulsive homotypic contacts may then be criti-
Math5 mutant retinas. In addition, intersomal spacing cal for refining and maintaining dendritic arborizations
was maintained in the Brn3b/ and Math5/ retinas, to ensure appropriate coverage of sensory fields and to
suggesting that regular mosaic spacing can occur in the eliminate overlap. Future work will reveal the precise
absence of homotypic dendritic contacts. molecules and pathways that mediate these processes.
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